
Under 21 Hurling Semi-Final 

Portroe outgun Newport in goalfest       

Portroe outgunned Newport to book a place in this year’s North Tipp Under 21 'B' hurling decider following an 
absorbing semi-final clash on Saturday afternoon.  
Eight goals in total provided great entertainment for both supporters and neutrals alike in a clash that pitted a strong 

Newport side against an up and coming Portroe outfit.    With little or no breeze on a fresh November afternoon both 

sides gave their all in what proved an entertaining encounter although a lush carpet of   grass on the Dolla pitch didn’t 

prove conducive for quick ground hurling.    Newport started brightly with Darren Moore orchestrating a number of 

early attacks but two early wides hampered their progress before Moore stepped up   to rattle the Portroe net in the 

third minute with a well-struck penalty.    Portroe responded with a John Sheedy 65 before Moore converted a 

closerange free as both sides started to find their groove. The Arra men continued to threaten and bagged their first 

goal in the seventh minute after the impressive Kevin O’Halloran found Andy McCloskey unmarked on the edge of the 

square. John Sheedy (free) and Darren Moore quickly traded points before Moore picked up on Declan Hayes’ weak 

clearance and bisected the uprights with an inspirational effort.    Newport pulled three clear mid-way through the half 

thanks to points from Moore (free) and wing-forward, Peter Sullivan before Kevin O’Halloran narrowed the gap with a 

sublime point   from the stand side.  

   Portroe continued to mount attack after attack with Kevin O’Halloran capitalising on confusion in the Newport 

defence to net Portroe’s second goal in the 16th minute. Four minutes later Portroe found themselves four clear after 

Mark Gennery’s delivery fell kindly into the path of midfielder James Kennedy and he drilled a low drive straight to the 

left hand corner of the net.    Newport surged back upfield but Darren Moore saw his effort from a 65 drift wide before 

Newport’s main target man bagged his second goal of the game after Blaine Lenihan’s high looping delivery caused 

panic in the Portroe defence.  

   Moore was again on target with a 27th minute free to bring Newport back on terms before Mark Gennery ensured 

Portroe took a slender one-point lead to the dressing room, 3-4 to 2-7 with a well-taken 28th minute point.  

   Within seconds of the restart, Newport restored parity once more thanks   to a long-range Steve O’Connor free 

before John Sheedy (free) and Bobby Carroll traded points in the opening minutes of the second half.    With Newport 

in the ascendancy Darren Moore fired Newport in front with a 39th minute free before a Kevin O’Halloran goal against 

the run of play saw Portroe seize the initiative once more.    Newport were then dealt a serious blow when Darren 

Moore appeared to land awkwardly on his ankle midway through the half. The injury served to seriously hamper 

Moore’s movement and with Moore out of action Newport struggled to break down Portroe’s inside back line.    With 

the pendulum having swung firmly back in Portroe’s favour in the closing quarter points from Michael Sheedy and 

John Sheedy (free) fired Portroe four clear with just minutes remaining. Portroe continued to outbattle Newport 

particularly at midfield and in defence before Mark Gennery   copper-fastened Portroe’s victory with a well-taken goal 

in the final minute of normal time after James Ryan’s sweet hand-pass found him unmarked with the Newport goal at 

his mercy.    John Sheedy added an injury time point from play before Darren Moore, who hobbled around the edge of 

the Portroe square for the closing quarter of the game, managed to bag a consolation goal for his side.    Portoe’s 

Stephen Kennedy replied with a fine point deep in injury time and although Newport battled in vain to bag more late 

goals it wasn’t to be and Portroe emerged victorious by an impressive six-point margin.  

   Portroe were thoroughly deserving of their victory with fine performances in defence and attack. The inside back line 

of Keating, Gleeson and Leo excelled in the second half while Mike Sheedy, Shane O’Brien and James Ryan 

controlled matters in the middle of the field. In attack John Sheedy was   excellent from placed balls while Andy 

McCloskey battled hard. Mark Gennery and Kevin O’Halloran bagged an impressive 3-2 between them. O’Halloran 

also impressed when he was allowed the freedom to rove towards midfield.  

   Newport can take heart from their performance but the injury to Darren   Moore proved a massive blow. Moore 

scored all but one point of his side’s first half tally and came away with a hugely impressive haul of 3-6, 2-2 of which 

came from play. Also impressive for Newport were Odran Floyd, Steve O’Connor, Blaine Lenihan, Sean O’Brien, 

Martin Carey and Peter Sullivan. 

https://sites.google.com/a/gaa.ie/newport-tipperary-gaa/match-reports/under21hurlingsemi-final

